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This carefully graded, pedagogical performance edition contains 12 outstanding classical
sonatas by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Each sonata appears in its original form and comes
complete with performance notes and clearly presented editorial markings. The comb binding
creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance.

"Handel scholarship has come long way...notably in important articles on "Messiah" and its
versions by Donald Burrows published in Music and Letters in 1975 and 1985. (The material has
been pulled together admirably in Mr. Burrows's new Cambridge Music handbook on the
oratorio.)" New York Times"...the music lover who would like to know more about Handel and
Messiah will find succinct history of English oratorio, a genre that Handel himself invented under
circumstances and for reasons that remain unclear to this day, and a concise survey of the
evolution of the genre to 1741 (Ch. 1). ...presents for the first time in English a clear and detailed
chronology of the composition and the events leading up to the first performance of Messiah on
13 April, 1742." Charles Michael Carroll, The Eighteenth Century
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number
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Sonata Album, Vol 2: Comb Bound Book (Alfred Masterwork Edition) The Complete Piano
Sonatas, Vol. 1 Haydn -- The Complete Piano Sonatas, Vol 2: Comb Bound Book (Alfred
Masterwork Edition) Chopin -- Nocturnes (Complete): Comb Bound Book (Alfred Masterwork
Edition) Bach -- Inventions & Sinfonias (2 & 3 Part Inventions): Comb Bound Book & CD (Alfred
Masterwork CD Edition) Piano Sonatinas - Book One: Developing Artist Original Keyboard
Classics (The Developing Artist) Bach -- 18 Short Preludes (Alfred Masterwork Edition)
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JLR, “Great Piano Pieces. Got this for my daughter and she loves these pieces. We love that the
book is comb bound so it’s easy to use with piano.”

Yuene, “Great!. As described. Quick delivery. Love it!”

Tui Metal, “Sonata Masterpieces!!. Alfred always makes a good books. This is also a very good
edition. This 2 volume edited by Dr. Hinson contains a lot of valuable information about each
Sonata. To be a good pianist, you'd better known about the piece that you try to play. And this
book gives you a lot of that things. The pieces in this volume are well choose, well organize and
easy to read. This is essential for anyone who love to practice characteristic and famous Sonata.
Make sure to pay a little more to buy Alfred's books. It's worth every penny you paid more!!!”

Kathy, “The music explanations and comb binding are great.. A little hard for some one returning
to playing piano after 24 years. I'm rusty, but picked out one piece that I am working on. The
music explanations and comb binding are great.”

kaixindou2008, “So good. I bought it to my friend. I think it is very useful. I like the paper and
printing.But the shipping was so slow to miss that day of the birthday.If the shipping is on time ,it
is perfect.”

Adventure Mom, “Great Selection of Music Pieces. I bought this book at a good price. It is a
good book with a selection of famouse music pieces. The book was delivered on time. The
quality meets my expectation.”

Amanda Albright, “Very Nice. I'm a college music student (piano major) and I bought this to
supplement my lesson and its perfect! I would recommend this to any pianist.”

dao, “Good book. Good book for learning piano. I would recommend it for kids who want to learn
piano at an intermediate level.”

The book by Donald Burrows has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 35 people have provided feedback.
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